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Controllers for Traffic Intersections Group
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Abstract—This paper presents a fuzzy traffic controller for a
set of intersections and its simulation results. The controller of
an intersection controls its own traffic and cooperates with its
neighbors. It gets information from its traffic detectors and its
neighbors. Using this information, the fuzzy rule base system
gives optimal signals. It manages phase sequences and phase
lengths adaptively to its neighbors’ as well as its own traffic
conditions. To carry out the performance evaluation of the con-
troller, a simulator for intersections groups has been developed.
The proposed method is compared with the vehicle actuated
method which is one of the typical conventional methods. The
average delay time of a vehicle is used as a performance index.
The simulation results show good performances in the cases of
time-varying traffic patterns and heavy traffic conditions.

Index Terms—Cooperative systems, distributed control, fuzzy
control, stimulation, traffic control.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HERE are many conventional methods for traffic signal
control but they sometimes fail to deal efficiently with

complex, time-varying traffic conditions. There has been some
research done on traffic signal control based on fuzzy logic
because fuzzy logic is adequate for the qualitative modeling of
complex systems [1], [8], [9], [12], [16]–[18], [21]. However,
most existing research based on fuzzy logic is devoted to
simple traffic conditions such as those at a single intersec-
tion. Thus, those approaches are not suitable for the case of
successively located traffic intersections. In the real world,
especially in metropolitan areas, there are many intersections
and they locate close to their neighbors, so it is not appropriate
to independently consider an intersection from its neighbors
[6], [19].

This paper deals with a set of intersections, i.e., an intersec-
tions group. We have developed a controller which changes
both phase sequences and phase lengths of traffic signals
adaptively to traffic conditions. For the performance evaluation
of the developed controller, a simulator for intersections
groups has also been developed.

In the next section, the basic theory of traffic signal control
and related researches are summarized. The overview and
details of the developed traffic controller are presented in
Section III. Section IV shows the developed simulator and the
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simulation results. Finally, we make conclusions in the last
section.

II. RELATED RESEARCH

First, we briefly explain some basic terminologies: link,
phase, and cycle. To explain them, it is assumed that vehicles
keep to the right and traffic controllers manage only left-
turning and straight-going traffic flows. Fig. 1(a) and (b) show
a link and a four-phase cycle graphically. Alink is a road
connecting two intersections, acycleis a turn of traffic signals
and aphaseis a traffic signal or the time duration that a signal
continuously lasts [11]. A phase is represented by drawing the
traffic flows which have the green signal. For example, Phase
1 in Fig. 1(b) is the phase for the traffic from east to west and
from west to east.

Briefly speaking, controlling traffic signals is determining
which phases are to be involved in a cycle and how long they
should be. In the case of an ordinary four-way intersection,
eight phases are possible as shown in Fig. 2. In order to control
the traffic signals at a four-way intersection, we first have to
choose the phases which construct a cycle. All eight phases
are not required because some of them are sufficient to cover
all traffic flows. For example, Phases 1–4 of Fig. 2 include
four straight-going and four left-turning traffic flows.

The phases which form a cycle and their lengths should
be carefully determined because they have a strong effect
on the efficiency of traffic controllers. For example, if there
is heavy traffic from east to west and from west to east,
whereas other flows are less heavy, then we have to give a
long green signal to the phases which include at least one of
both heavy traffic directions. In that situation, if Phases 1–4
of Fig. 2 are selected, then only Phase 1 will have a long
green signal because both heavy traffics belong to the phase.
But if Phase 1 and 2 are replaced with Phases 5 and 6, both
of them should have long green signals. It makes the cycle
long and decreases the performance of the traffic controller.
In the case where neighboring intersections are considered, we
have to decide when each cycle starts to be in harmony with
the neighbors [10]. If intersections are successively located,
we have to coordinate an intersection with its neighbors to
increase the performance of traffic controllers.

There are several research on traffic control using fuzzy
theory. However, most of them controlled a single isolated
intersection, not a set of intersections [2]–[5], [14]. The
controllers proposed in those researches have from two to
four inputs and generate one or two outputs. The output is
the remaining time for the current green signal or the length
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. (a) Link and (b) phase and cycle.

Fig. 2. Possible phases in an ordinary four-way intersection.

of the next green signal. Hoyer’s controller generated one more
output, the next phase, but it selected the next phase from a
restricted phase set [4]. All the controllers fixed the sequence
of phases and adapted only the length of the green phase except
for Hoyer’s.

Researches on controlling traffic of a set of intersection
have also been performed [7], [13], [15], [20]. References
[7], [13], and [20] were based on distributed fuzzy controllers
which adapted to the traffic condition. However, they dealt
with simple traffic conditions, such as, regularly located in-
tersections [7], [20], inclusion of one way roads [13] and so
on. References [13] and [20] did not change the sequence
of phases. Changing sequence of phases may confuse the
drivers, but in the view point of the performance of traffic
controllers, it is needed. If the sequence of phases is fixed
and traffic conditions are often changed, the traffic signal
cannot effectively deal with the traffic conditions. Thus the
performance of traffic controller may decrease. Reference
[15] changed traffic signals by the reinforcement learning
and genetic algorithms. It used a learning scheme converging
only when the environment was stationary, and evaluated new
parameters of traffic signals by applying them to intersections.
For this reason, it might be difficult to effectively adapt traffic
signals to varying traffic conditions.

III. T RAFFIC FUZZY CONTROLLER

In this section, we present the details of the proposed
controller.

A. Overview

In order to control traffic intersections groups, we adopt
a distributed scheme; that is, we locate a controller at each
intersection and give the controller the whole control over the
local traffic, i.e., the traffic of the corresponding intersection.
It changes not only the phase lengths but also the phase

Fig. 3. Location of the detectors.

sequences adaptively to the traffic situation. In addition, we
let the controllers cooperate with their neighbors to achieve
the control over the entire intersections group.

In order to develop a cooperation mechanism, two features
are employed. One issynchronizing traffic signals. A controller
tries to synchronize its traffic signals with its neighbors’.
Such synchronization scheme aims to reduce the total delay
time of waiting vehicles as well as providing drivers with
convenience. The other feature iscontrolling outgoing vehicles
in the case where a neighboring intersection has many vehicles.
When an intersection is highly congested, the number of
vehicles coming into the intersection should be reduced. If
the number of incoming vehicles overruns the capacity of the
intersection, the congestion would spread to its neighbors and
finally all intersections would have traffic jam. For intersection
cooperations, it is assumed that a controller can communicate
with its neighbors and get information on their state through
communication lines.

Vehicle detectorsare important in the real-time control. It is
assumed that there are two detectors to get local traffic infor-
mation in a lane: theFront Detectorand theRear Detector.
The Front Detector is located at the intersection and the Rear
Detector is at a certain distance from the intersection. Fig. 3
shows the location of the detectors. We assume that a detector
can count the number of vehicles passing through it. Basically
the detectors are located according to the link length. In the
case where the length is longer than or equal to 400 m, we
locate the Rear Detector at 150 m from the intersection. In
other cases, we reduce the distance between the two detectors
proportionally to the link length. For example, in the case of
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Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of the controller.

300 m link length, the Rear Detector is located at 112.5 m
from the intersection.

A controller gets two kinds of information: traffic in-
formation from its local detectors and from its neighbors’
through communication lines. Based on those information,
the controller changes phase lengths and phase sequences
dynamically. Every 2 s, the controllers gather the two types
of information and decide whether to switch the green phase
or not.

For the decision of phase switching, the developed controller
has three modules: theNextPhase Module, the Observation
Module, and theDecision Module. The NextPhase Module
has the role of selecting the most urgent phase among all the
phases except the green phase. The Observation Module takes
charge of observing the traffic condition of the green phase,
and the Decision Module decides whether to switch the green
phase according to the outputs of the first two modules. If
the traffic condition of the phase selected by the NextPhase
Module is more urgent than that of the green phase monitored
by the Observation Module, the Decision Module will switch
the green phase to the selected one. Otherwise the green phase
continues. Each module has its own fuzzy rule base. Fig. 4
shows the schematic diagram of the controller.

B. NextPhase Module

This module selects one candidate for the next green phase.
It observes the traffic conditions of all phases except the green
phase and selects the phase which is the most urgent among
them. The inputs of this module are all phases except the
current green phase and the outputs are the selected phase and
its urgency degree. To select a phase, it generates the urgency
degrees of the input phases. Theurgency degree of a phase
(UDP) means how bad the traffic condition of the phase is.
This module compares the UDP’s of all the input phases and
selects the one which has the maximum UDP.

In order to get the UDP of a phase, this module evaluates
the urgency degrees of all the traffic flows related with the
phase. Theurgency degree of a traffic flow(UDT) represents
the traffic condition of the traffic flow. The UDP of a phase is
the average of the UDT’s of the traffic flows related with the
phase. For example, Phase 6 of Fig. 2 has two traffic flows:
one is from east to west and the other is from east to south.
Thus, to get the UDP of Phase 6, first we get the UDT’s of both

(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 5. FNumCarand NumCarfor evaluation of the east traffic. (a) Traffic
conditions, (b)FNumCarand NumCarof the traffic from east to west, and
(c) FNumCarand NumCarof the traffic from east to south.

traffic flows by applying their traffic conditions to fuzzy rules,
and then defuzzify the fuzzy urgency values. The average of
them becomes the UDP of Phase 6.

The fuzzy rules for evaluating the UDT of a traffic flow
have four inputs(NumCar, RedTime, SyncTime,andFNumCar)
and one output(Urgency). NumCaris the number of vehicles
waiting between the two detectors in a lane, andRedTime
stands for the time duration that a traffic flow stays on red
signal since the end of the last green signal for the traffic
flow. Those two variables reflect the local traffic conditions.
SyncTimeis the remaining time until a vehicle having departed
from an upstream intersection arrives at the intersection.
FNumCar is the number of vehicles in the link between
the intersection and the downstream intersection. The output,
Urgency, is the UDT corresponding to the given traffic flow.

For example, let’s consider the UDP of Phase 6 of Fig. 2.
Fig. 5 showsFNumCarandNumCarof this phase. Fig. 5(a) is
the traffic conditions of the phase, and Fig. 5(b) and (c) show
NumCarandFNumcarof the two traffic flows. It is assumed
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Fig. 6. The fuzzy sets ofNumCar, RedTime, SyncTime, FNumCar, and Urgency.

that the outside lane is for the straight-going traffic and the
inside is for the left-turning. Let us evaluate the UDT of each
traffic flow. For the traffic from east to west, we get the number
of vehicles waiting in the straight-going lanes of the east link
(NumCar), the time duration that the straight-going traffic stays
on red signal (RedTime), the remaining time for vehicles from
its east neighboring intersection to arrive (SyncTime), and the
number of waiting vehicles in the link between the intersection
and its west intersection (FNumCar). Then, we apply those
values to the fuzzy rules of the NextPhase Module and get the
UDT of the straight-going traffic flow. The same process is
also applied to the traffic from east to south. But, in this case,
NumCaris the number of vehicles waiting in the left-turn lanes
and RedTimeis the time duration that the left-turning traffic
stays on red signal.FNumCaris the number of vehicles in the
link between the intersection and its south intersection.

The fuzzy rules of the NextPhase Module are generated
so that UDT increases proportionally toNumCar and Red-
Time. As the number of waiting vehicles increases and/or
the red signal lasts longer, the traffic condition is considered
to become more urgent. For signal synchronizations, when
vehicles having departed from the neighboring intersection
arrive, the UDT of the arriving traffic flow will increase.
However, if FNumCarbecomes large, UDT should decrease
because a large value ofFNumCarmeans that there are too
many vehicles in the next intersection. Thus the number of
vehicles entering the next intersection should be reduced.

Table I shows some of this module’s 36 fuzzy rules. For
example, means thatif FNumCar is L (Large) then
Urgency is Z(Zero). That is, if the next intersection has
many incoming vehicles then decrease UDT. says thatif
NumCar is M (Medium) and SyncTimeis L (Long) and
FNumCar is S(Small) then Urgency is H(High). That is,
if the number of waiting vehicles is medium and it will take
a long time for the vehicles from the neighboring intersection
to arrive and the next intersection has a small number of
incoming vehicles, then UDT becomes high in order to make

TABLE I
SOME RULES OF THE NEXTPHASE MODULE

waiting vehicles leave the intersection. Fuzzy sets of input and
output variables are shown in Fig. 6.

C. Observation Module

The Observation Module observes the traffic conditions of
the green phase. According to the result of the observation,
it produces thestop degree. The stop degree indicates the
possibility that the controller should stop the green phase.

The fuzzy rule base of this module takesOutRate, RNum-
Car, and FNumCar as its inputs and generatesStop as an
output. OutRateis the number of outgoing vehicles per lane
for the last five seconds.RNumCaris the number of vehicles
remaining between the Front and the Rear Detector. Those
two give the information on the current usage rate and the
congestion degree of the phase.FNumCar is the same as
FNumCar of the NextPhase Module. If the green phase
involves more than one traffic flow, the maximumOutRate,
RNumCar, andFNumCarof the traffic flows will be applied.
For example, let us suppose that the current green phase is
Phase 6 of Fig. 2.OutRate RNumCar and FNumCar are
for the traffic from east to west, andOutRate RNumCar
and FNumCar are for the traffic from east to south. Then
the inputs for evaluating the stop degree of Phase 6 are
the maximum ofOutRate and OutRate the maximum of
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Fig. 7. The fuzzy sets ofRNumCar, OutRate, and Stop.

TABLE II
SOME RULES OF THE OBSERVATION MODULE

RNumCar and RNumCar and the maximum ofFNumCar
andFNumCar We defuzzify the result of the fuzzy inference
and use the value as the stop degree of the phase.

This module has ten rules. Table II shows some rules of
the Observation Module. If a traffic flow has remained long
enough on the green signal, the number of outgoing vehicles
during the unit time(OutRate)and/or the number of remaining
vehicles (RNumCar) will become small. Thus, ifOutRate
or RNumCaris small, the stop degree will be increased. If
there are many vehicles at the next intersection, we make
the stop degree higher to stop the vehicles entering the next
intersection. For example, refers to the case where there is a
small number of remaining vehicles between the detectors and
the outgoing rate is low. In a statement form, can be written
like this; if RNumCaris Z(Zero) and OutRateis Z(Zero)
and FNumCar is S(Small) then Stop is Y(Yes). is
that if is S(Small) and OutRateis H(High)
and FNumCaris S(Small) then Stopis M (Maybe). In this
case, the congestion is nearly removed but the road usage rate
is high, so we cannot definitely say Yes or No. Fig. 7 shows
the fuzzy sets ofRNumCar, OutRate, andStop.

D. Decision Module

The Decision Module makes decision whether to switch
the green phase. Its inputs areCandidate, Urgency, andStop,
and its output isDecision. Candidate is the phase selected
by the NextPhase Module andUrgency is its urgency degree
(UDP). Stop is the stop degree of the green phase from
the Observation Module.Decision is the decision on phase
switching to Candidate. The result of fuzzy inference is a
fuzzy set. This module defuzzifies it and switches the current
green phase to the candidate if the defuzzified value is greater
than the specified threshold.

TABLE III
SOME RULES OF THE DECISION MODULE

Fig. 8. The fuzzy sets ofDecision.

This module will stop the green phase and give a green
signal toCandidateif the urgency degree of the candidate or
the stop degree of the current green phase is high. Table III
contains some rules selected from the 15 rules of this mod-
ule. says that although the candidate phase is congested
(Urgency is H), if the stop degree is low(Stop is N) then
keep the green phase(Decision is N, i.e., No changes).
is the statement thatif Stop is M (Maybe) and Urgency
is H(High) then Decision is Y(Yes). The fuzzy sets of
Urgencyand Stopare the same asUrgencyof the NextPhase
Module and Stop of the Observation Module respectively.
Fig. 8 shows the fuzzy sets ofDecision.

IV. SIMULATION RESULT

The performance of the developed controller is evaluated
by simulation. Eighteen traffic conditions are simulated and
the results are compared with the vehicle actuated method
[11]. We will describe the developed simulator and the vehicle
actuated method in detail, and present the simulation results.

A. Simulator

The crux of a simulator is the generation of a realistic traffic
flow. In the real situation, there are so many factors affecting
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a traffic flow that it is very difficult to consider all of them.
We try to mimic the real vehicle motion by keepingheadways
(i.e., the time intervals between successive vehicles passing
through a fixed point) similar to real ones.

The headway is a factor determining the saturation flow
rate and the capacity of an intersection is determined by the
saturation flow rate [11]. Therefore, if the values of headway
are close to real ones, the capacity of an intersection and the
motion of a vehicle in the simulator can be similar to those
in the real situation.

In order to generate traffic flows, the followingtraffic
equationswere tried [3]

(1)

(2)

(3)

They are time-delay differential equations based on traffic flow
theory and the last two are basic physics equations on the
velocity and the position of an object. In the equations,

and are the acceleration, the velocity and the position
of the vehicle at time respectively. and are the
velocity and the position of the leading vehicle (the vehicle
immediately in front of it) at time is the speed limit
of vehicles and is the reaction time of drivers.

The first term of (1),
can be regarded as the term for deceleration, and the second
term, as for acceleration. That is, all drivers
want to increase the speeds of their vehicles at the ratio of

but at the same time, they will decelerate
as the leading car become closer. But, there is a potential
problem: if the first term will work as an
acceleration term. While simulating with the equations, we
found that the problem really occurred. After several tens of
seconds from the start of the green signal, the third waiting
vehicle becomes faster than the second and passes it ahead.

So, the equation (1) is modified as follows:

The equations are devised in a heuristic way, that is, a vehicle
will accelerate if the distance between the vehicle and the
leading vehicle is long, and will not accelerate if the leading
vehicle is too close or the velocity is nearly equal to the speed
limit. In addition to the equations, a heuristic rule is added for
deceleration, such that, if the leading vehicle is too close, and
the vehicle is faster than the leading vehicle, then make the
velocity the same as that of the leading vehicle.

While simulating, 16.7 m/s is assigned to and a
value between 0.9 and 1.5 s is randomly selected for
The headway values generated by the equations are compared
with the values observed in the real traffic (Table IV). The
headways in the table are measured in the following ways. It
is assumed that 20 vehicles are waiting in a lane and the lane
gets the green signal. Then, the first vehicle moves and then

TABLE IV
HEADWAY COMPARISON

Fig. 9. Detector location of the vehicle actuated method.

the following vehicle moves sequentially afterThe time at
which each vehicle goes out the lane is recorded. From the
records, the th headway value is obtained by subtracting the
time of the th vehicle from that of the th. Thus, the
accumulation from the first to theth headway is the same
as the time of the th vehicle. We can see that the observed
headways and the generated values are almost identical and
thus the traffic equations are considered valid. Therefore, we
will test and compare our proposed method with the vehicle
actuated method by using traffic flows simulated by the above
equations.

B. Vehicle Actuated Method

In order to compare the proposed method with existing
methods, the vehicle actuated method [11] is used for com-
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Fig. 10. Schematic diagram of time allocation of the vehicle actuated method.

parison. It is chosen because it is one of the typical methods,
which uses vehicle detectors and changes the phase length
like the proposed method.

It is assumed that the vehicle detectors are located as in
Fig. 9. This method uses three parameters: theinitial interval,
theextension unit time, and theextension limit. If a phase takes
the turn for the green signal, it gets the green for an initial
interval. After the initial interval elapses, the green signal is
extended by an extension unit time. If a vehicle is detected
during the extended time, the green signal is extended once
more. But the green will not be extended any more if no
vehicle has been detected during the last extended time or if
the total length reaches the extension limit. Fig. 10 graphically
shows the time allocation. The dots indicate vehicle detections,
and the dotted arrows point to the starts of extensions. In the
figure, during the first extension a vehicle is detected, so the
signal is extended right after the detection.

It is assumed that a detector is located at 45 m before
an intersection, so seven or eight vehicles (passenger cars)
can wait between the detector and the intersection. The initial
interval should be long enough for the vehicles waiting inside
the detector to drive through the intersection. According to
Table IV, it takes 15 or 16 s for the eighth waiting vehicle
and thus the initial interval is set to 16 s. Since it is assumed
that detectors are at 45 m before an intersection and the speed
limit of the vehicles is 16.7 m/s, the extension unit time is
set to 3 s (45/16.7 3). A detected vehicle should be able to
arrive at the intersection in an extension unit time. The limit
of total length is set to 60 s.

C. Results

The proposed method and the vehicle actuated method
are simulated under the same conditions. Simulations were
performed under 18 traffic conditions: threeintersections
groupsand six traffic plans. Three intersections groups have
seven, nine, and 13 intersections, respectively. They are called

Fig. 11. Intersections—Group1 with seven Intersections.

Fig. 12. Intersections—Group2 with nine Intersections.

Intersections-Group1, Intersections-Group2, and Intersections-
Group3. Figs. 11–13 show their rough maps. All links are
two-way and have eight lanes (four lanes for one way).
We assume that only passenger cars exist and there is no
crosswalk. The intersections groups consist of two kinds of
intersections: intersections with three corners and with four
corners. In the case of intersections with four corners, the
first lane from the center of a road is occupied by vehicles to
turn left, the second and the third lanes to go straight, and the
fourth lane to turn right. The vehicles in the fourth lane can
turn right on any signals. The left-turning and the right-turning
traffic are each 20% of the traffic of a link. In the case of
intersections with three corners, the first and the second lanes
are for left-turns, and the others are for right-turns. The traffic
volume of both directions are the same.
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Fig. 13. Intersection—Group 3 with 13 Intersections.

TABLE V
TRAFFIC GENERATION PLANS

We call the links connected to only one intersection the
input-links. The input-links are divided into 3 types according
to their input traffic flow rate: TypeA, Type B, and TypeC.
Any traffic conditions of an intersections group is generated
from the combination of these three types. For example, the
Intersections-Group1 in Fig. 11 includes one TypeA link,
five Type B’s, and four TypeC’s.

In order to simulate under various traffic situations, the six
traffic plans in Table V are applied to the three intersections
groups. The plans consist of three steady traffic conditions
(Plans 1–3) and three time-varying conditions (Plans 4–6).
Plan 1 is for light traffic, plan 2 is for medium and plan 3
is for heavy. The number in a cell is the number of input
vehicles per hour. For example, if Plan 1 is applied, 1700
vehicles/h will be generated into TypeA links, 1600 into Type
B, and 1500 into TypeC. In time-varying traffic conditions,
there are two numbers. When the simulation starts, vehicles
are generated at the rate of the first number, and as time passes
the rate smoothly increases up to the second.

The average delay time of a vehicle at an intersection is
used as an index of performance. The simulation results are
summarized in Tables VI–VIII. Each table shows the delay
time measured in second, and the improvement of the proposed
method over the vehicle actuated method.

The proposed method shows good performance in all cases.
In steady traffic conditions, it shows improvements from 3.5%
to 8.4% over the vehicle actuated method. In time-varying
conditions, improvements from 4.3% to 13.5% were obtained.
However, it is pointed out that the proposed method shows
small improvement in steady and heavy traffic conditions
(Plan 3). We think such results come from the fact that in

TABLE VI
SIMULATION RESULT OF INTERSECTIONS—GROUP 1

TABLE VII
SIMULATION RESULT OF INTERSECTIONS—GROUPS 2

TABLE VIII
SIMULATION RESULT OF INTERSECTIONS—GROUP 3

those conditions, the traffic volume is close to the capacity of
intersections and thus there is little room for improvements.

V. CONCLUSION

We have proposed the traffic controller for intersections
groups based on fuzzy logic and compared its performance
with the vehicle actuated method by simulation. In order to
control a set of intersections, the controllers manage traffic
signals based on the traffic information which they gather.
The controller gets information from its detectors as well as
its neighbors. Using those informations, the fuzzy rule base
system gives an optimal phase and a sequence of signals in the
intersection. The controller not only manages its local traffic
but also cooperates with its neighbors.

The results obtained from the simulations show the su-
periority of the proposed method over the vehicle actuated
method in terms of average delay time. Since we made the
controller of an intersection an active component, it can be
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applied to any situations independently of the number of
intersections or the relative positions of intersections. The
proposed method is being considered for commercialization
by a company. In order to improve the performance in the
case of steady and heavy traffic condition, other factors such
as historical informations could be considered in the fuzzy
inference system.
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